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2 Riemenschneider and Shen(1:1) S(') := fS(x) = '�c j c : ZZs ! Cg;forwhichexponentiallydecayingfundamentalsolutions existfor cardinal interpolation(interpolation of functional values) and then augmenting by that space multiplied byappropriate shift-invariant (1{periodic) trigonometric polynomials, �j (j = 1; : : : ; r),(one for each of the r derivatives to be interpolated)(1:2) S := S(') + rXj=1 �jS('):Exponentially decaying fundamental solutions were found in the shift-invariant spaceS. Further, it was shown that the approximation order of the interpolation operatordened via these fundamental solutions is the same as the approximation order forcardinal interpolation from the space S('). An alternative approach to the generalinterpolation problem has been given by Narcowich and Ward (1993).The paper (Jetter, Riemenschneider, and Shen 1994) was motivated in part bythe failure of the usual method of Hermite interpolation to yield fundamental so-lutions of the desired type in the case of box splines. The idea of modifying theunderlying approximation space to gain additional desirable properties of the approx-imations is certainly not new and has been used several times in the past. One suchdesirable property is the existence of a compactly supported fundamental solution forthe interpolation of function values. The present paper is motivated by the paper ofMicchelli (1991) which contains interesting ideas and general results about how toobtain compactly supported fundamental solutions. That paper was preceded by ear-lier contributions; the ones most pertinent to our discussion are Schoenberg (1946),Qi (1981), Dahmen, Goodman, and Micchelli (1988, 1989), Chui (1991), and Chuiand Diamond (1991) (additional references may be found in those papers). Obtain-ment of compactly supported fundamental solutions is an apparent step beyond whatwas accomplished in Jetter, Riemenschneider, and Shen (1994) (although the latteremphasized interpolation of derivative values as well), but now we realize that oncea compactly supported fundamental solution for cardinal interpolation is available inthe context of shift invariant spaces, then the theory in Jetter, Riemenschneider, andShen (1994) applies directly to give compactly supported fundamental solutions forthe general interpolation problems. This paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2,we describe the method of Jetter, Riemenschneider, and Shen (1994) and the rele-vant results from Micchelli (1992). In Sect. 3, some the known general univariateconstructions of compactly supported fundamental solutions for cardinal interpolationfrom the papers mentioned above are discussed, together with algorithms for theirconstruction that make use of MAPLE. Another construction based on nite decom-position and reconstruction of spline spaces important for wavelet theory (Micchelli1991, Cohen, Daubechies, and Feauveau 1992) is also discussed. Section 4 is devotedto constructions for the multivariate case, including a general construction preserv-ing approximation order. In both sections concrete examples illustrating the transitionfrom cardinal interpolation to a more general interpolation problem are given.The paper Jetter, Riemenschneider, and Shen (1994) did not require the function' appearing in Eq.(1.1) to be compactly supported, but we nd it convenient to makethat restriction here since all of our examples have this property and since we arefree to take (as we will) the compactly supported fundamental solution of the cardinalinterpolation problem as the generator of the space.



Interpolation on the lattice hZZs 32. The InterpolationMethodWe now recall in more detail the method presented in Jetter, Riemenschneider, andShen (1994) and the relevant material from Micchelli (1992). We are interested ininterpolation at points on the scaled (by h) integer latticehZZs, and the approximationpower of such interpolants as h ! 0. The interpolation will be from spaces of thetype Eq.(1.1), generated by the shifts of a given compactly supported function denedvia convolution with sequences dened on the lattice. We adopt the notation in thebook de Boor, Hollig, and Riemenschneider (1993): The convolution of the function' with the sequence c is '�c := X�2ZZs'(� � �)c(�);while the semi-discrete convolution of the function ' with a function f dened onIRs is '�0f := '�fj = X�2ZZs '(� � �)fj(�);where fj := fjZZs is the sequence obtained by the restriction of f to the lattice.Cardinal interpolation from the space S(') is deemed correct if for an arbitrarybounded sequence d on ZZs, there is a unique element S = '�c from S(') withc 2 `1(ZZs) such that S(�) = d(�); for all � 2 ZZs:For correct interpolation, the interpolant, L, to the Dirac delta sequence �0 is calledthe fundamental solution for cardinal interpolation, and the interpolation can bedescribed via the cardinal interpolation operator in Lagrange form byL : d 7! Ld := L�d:The \correctness" of the interpolation from S(') is governed by the (periodic)symbol of the function ', dened on IRs by(2:1) e'(z) := X�2ZZs '(�)z�; z = exp(�i�y); y 2 IRs:Cardinal interpolation from S(') is correct if and only if the symbol e' does notvanish on IRs; moreover, when interpolation is correct, the fundamental solution isgiven byL := '�� with �(�) := 1(2�)s Z[��::�]s exp(i�y)e'(exp(�i�y)) dy; � 2 ZZs;and has exponential decay (see, for example, de Boor, Hollig, and Riemenschneider1993). Unfortunately, for most of the important common examples, the procedure justdescribed leads to innitely supported fundamental solutions.Next, we describe the solution to the problem of interpolating derivative data onthe integer lattice ZZs as formulated in Jetter, Riemenschneider, and Shen (1994). Thederivatives to be interpolated are given by a linearly independent set of real constantcoefcient linear (partial) differential operators. Let



4 Riemenschneider and Shenpj = njXm=0fj;m; fj;m homogeneous of degreem; j = 1; : : : ; r;be nonconstant linearly independent polynomials on IRs with distinct leading termsfj;nj , j = 1; : : : ; r, for which we may assume that for all k < j, 0 < nk � nj andfj;nj contains a monomial that does not appear in fk;nk . This places no restrictionon the generality since we are dealing with a linear process and the assumptions maybe achieved by taking linear combinations and relabelling the polynomials. With eachpolynomial pj we associate a homogeneous polynomial qj as follows: Choose qj tobe that portion of the leading homogeneous term fj;nj containing those monomialsnot in pk, k < j. Dene(2:2) �j(x) := qj(e2�ix � 1); j = 1; : : : ; r;where we have adopted the multivariate notation(2:3) (e2�ix � 1)� := sYm=1(e2�ix(m)� 1)�(m):The trigonometric polynomials�j , j = 1; : : : ; r are shift invariant; i.e., �j(���) = �jfor all � 2 ZZs. For classical Hermite interpolation, qj = pj are the monomialsassociated with the derivatives to be interpolated. In general, this leads to a complex-valued approximation process. There are other possible choices here: For example,we may discard some monomials from qj , and/or we may replace e2�ix � 1 in thethe denition of �j by sin(2�x) and sometimes by sin(�x) (when all the monomialscontain only evenpowers as in the caseof the Laplacian). For the interpolationof realfunctions, one may wish to use sin(2�x) in the denition of �j (with (sin(2�x))� :=Q(sin(2�ix(m)))�(m)).Let ' be a compactly supported function in C�(IRs) with � = maxj nj and denethe functions(2:4) 'j := �j'; j = 1; : : : ; r:For convenience of notation, let p0 = 1 and '0 := '. The space S in Eq.(1.2) thentakes the form(2:5) S = rXj=0 S('j):Now the general interpolation problemmay be stated as follows: Given sequencesdj , j = 0; : : : ; r, dened on ZZs, nd a function S 2 S such that(2:6) (pj(D)S)(�) = dj(�); for all � 2 ZZs and j = 0; : : : ; r:This interpolation problem is said to be correct if for arbitrary bounded sequencesdj , j = 0; : : : ; r, there is a unique solution S 2 S of the formS = rXj=0 'j�cj ;



Interpolation on the lattice hZZs 5with bounded coefcient sequences cj . In terms of the symbols for the associateddifferenceequations, the systemEq.(2.6) for the coefcients cj , j = 0; : : :; r, becomesa system of linear equations(2:7) rXj=1 Ak;j Cj =Dk; k = 0; : : :; r;for the unknown functions Cj , whereCj = X�2ZZs cj(�) exp(�i� � ) and Dk = X�2ZZs dk(�) exp(�i� � )are formal Fourier series associated with the sequences cj and dk, and Ak;j are the(periodic) symbols of the function pk(D)'j . The non-vanishing of detA on IRs forthe symbol matrix of the interpolation problem, A := (Ak;j)rk;j=0, guarantees theunique solution of Eq.(2.7) for the unknown functions Cj . The space S was chosenprecisely to make the non-vanishing of detA a trivialityTheorem 2.8 The symbol matrix A = (Ak;j)rk;j=0 for the system Eq.(2.7) is lowertriangular with diagonal entries of the formAj;j = constj e'; j = 0; : : : ; r;where constj == 0. In particular, detA(exp(�iy)) == 0 for all y 2 IRs if and only if thesymbol e'(exp(�iy)) == 0 for all y 2 IRs.Let E be the 2�-periodic functions with exponentially decaying Fourier coef-cients.Corollary 2.9 Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.8, if ' is compactly supportedand je'(z)j > 0 for jzj = 1, then the functionsLj := rXm=j'm�cm;j ; j = 0; : : : ;m;with coefcient sequences from the functionsCm;j =P� cm;j exp(�i� � ) 2 E denedby Cm;j = 0; m = 1; : : : ; j � 1;Cm;j = constm (�0(m � j)� m�1X�=j Aj;�C�;j)=e'; m = j; : : : ; r;are fundamental solutions to the problem Eq.(2.6) from S; that is, pj(D)Lk(�) =�0(j � k)�0(�) for all � 2 ZZs. When the symbol e' is a non-zero constant, thenthe solutions Cm;j are trigonometric polynomials and the functionsLj are compactlysupported.Theorem2.8 and Corollary 2.9 outline perhaps themost useful special case of theresults in Jetter, Riemenschneider, and Shen (1994). If we want compactly supportedfundamental solutions, then we must look further at the choice of ' used in thedenition of the spaces S; a quest aided by the results of Micchelli (1992) which wedescribe next.



6 Riemenschneider and ShenFor a compactly supported function', the symbol dened in Eq.(2.1) is a Laurentpolynomial in its complex arguments. Notice that the interpolation matrix A for theproblem described above becomes a matrix of Laurent polynomials when we use thecomplex symbols. The theorem of interest here was used by Micchelli (1992) in thecontext of interpolation:Theorem 2.10 Let A(z), z 2 �Cnf0g�s, be a k � ` matrix of Laurent polynomialssuch that k � ` andfz : z 2 �Cnf0g�s; all k � k minors of A vanish at z g = ;:Then there is an ` � k matrix of Laurent polynomials, C(z), such thatA(z)C(z) = Ik(z); z 2 �Cnf0g�s;with Ik(z) the identity matrix.Actually, we shall use this nice theorem only in the case k = 1 in which case thecondition on the minors reduces to the Laurent polynomials in A having no commonroots in �Cnf0g�s. Micchelli (1992)provides severalexampleswhere this simple caseis used to nd compactly supported fundamental solutions for cardinal interpolation inZZs. He considers linearcombinationsof nitelymanycompactly supported functions;i.e., L in the form(2:11) L =  1 � c1 + : : :+ ` � c`:If the functions  j are chosen to have complex symbols (necessarily Laurent poly-nomials) that have no common roots on �Cnf0g�s, then nitely supported sequencescj can be found for which Eq.(2.11) is a fundamental solution for cardinal interpola-tion. Indeed, if the matrix A(z) in Theorem 2.10 is the 1� l matrix of the complexsymbols e j(z), then the sequences cj are the coefcients of the Laurent polynomialscomprising thematrixC(z) of that Theorem (cf. Corollary 2.9). A natural choice hereis a combination of B-splines (Qi 1981, Dahmen, Goodman and Micchelli 1988), orbox splines (Dahmen, Goodman and Micchelli 1989, Micchelli 1992).Whatever the method of arriving at a compactly supported fundamental solution,L, we can choose the function ' = L as the function that generates the space S.Since e' = eL = 1 in this case, the symbol matrix for the general interpolation problemhas constants on its diagonal, and all the fundamental solutions in Corollary 2.9 willbe compactly supported. Hence, we quite easily arrive at our objective of compactlysupported fundamental solutions. There is a further advantage in the computation ofthe coefcient sequences in Corollary 2.9. All of the symbolsAj;� are determined bynitely supported sequences (pj(D)'j)j and the coefcients cm;j are generated by arecurrence relation involving discrete convolution of nite sequences:cm;j = 0;m = 1; : : : ; j � 1;cm;j = constm(�0(m� j)� m�1X�=j (pj(D)'j)j � c�;j):For the approximation properties of the interpolation, recall that a compactlysupported function ' 2 C� satises the Strang-Fix conditions of order � � � if



Interpolation on the lattice hZZs 7b'(0) = 1; and D�b'(2��) = 0 for j�j < �; � 2 ZZsn0:It is well-known that if ' satises the Strang-Fix conditions of order �, or repro-duces polynomials of order �, then for all sufciently smooth functions, the cardinalinterpolation operator L for the space S(') provides approximation order �: IfLh := �1=hL�h; �h : f ! f(h � );then for sufciently smooth f with support in the compact set 
,(2:12) kf � Lhfk1;
 = O(h�):Any scaled general interpolation operator associated with the differential operatorspj(D) of order� � given byJh := �1=hJ�h; �h : f ! f(h � );with J f := rXj=0 Lj�0(pj(D)f);has the same approximation power as the cardinal interpolant:kf � Jhfk1;
 = O(h�)for all sufciently smooth f with support in the compact set
 (Jetter, Riemenschnei-der, and Shen (1994)).3. Univariate ExamplesSeveral of the examples occurring in this section date back to Schoenberg (1946),and as mentioned in there, some particular examples date back even earlier. Othershave rediscovered some of them or have placed them in broader contexts. Here wemention them in light of the previous section and indicate possible algorithms fortheir generation by the symbolic softwareMAPLE whichmakes their use feasible onmodest computing equipment.3.1 Fundamental functions of Dahmen, Goodman and MicchelliThere have been some cases where authors have introduced extra knots in the splinespace and have used the freedomgained for additional properties of the interpolation.We shall mention here only the work of Qi (1981) and Dahmen, Goodman, andMicchelli (1988) on cardinal interpolation. Let Sn(T ) denote the splines of order nspanned by the B-splines with knots(3:1) T = ZZ[ (� +ZZ) = (t�)�2ZZ; t� := (�+ (�� 1=2)(1� (�1)�)); � 2 ZZ;for some xed�, 0 < � < 1. (The case� = 1=2 was done in Qi (1981)). The simplesttheorem on cardinal interpolation in Dahmen, Goodman and Micchelli (1988) isTheorem 3.2 For any n � 3, there exists L 2 Sn(T ) such that



8 Riemenschneider and Shen(3:3) suppL = [�(n� 1); : : : ; n� 1]; L(�) = �0(�) 8� 2 ZZ;and for which the cardinal interpolation operator Lf = L�0f reproduces polynomialsof order n� 1.The L obtained in Theorem 3.2 is found as the unique spline of the formL = 2n�4Xj=0 jMn( � + n� 1� tj)satisfyingEq.(3.3) (guaranteedto existby theSchoenberg-WhitneyTheorem, seeDah-men, Goodman and Micchelli (1988) for details). More generally, Dahmen, Goodmanand Micchelli (1988) studied the trade off between the size of the support of L andthe degree of the polynomials reproduced by the interpolation operator. For xed`; � with �1 � ` � n � 1 and 1 � � � n � 2 + `, they prove the existence of aunique fundamental solutionL 2 Sn(T ) with suppL = [��;�� +n+`�1] for whichthe corresponding cardinal interpolation operator reproduces polynomials of degree`. Their comprehensive study included much more general knot sequences as well.By the remarks of Sect. 2, the fundamental solutions of Theorem 3.2 give rise tofundamental solutions of the general interpolation problem retaining the full approx-imation order. Examples are the fundamental solutions corresponding to B-splines oforder 4 and 5 respectively and � = 1=2:Lf4g = 16M4( � + 3)� 86M4( � + 5=2)+ 206 M4( � +2)� 86M4( � + 3=2) + 16M4( � + 1);Lf5g = � 245M5( � + 4) + 3245M5( � + 7=2)� 5918M5( � + 3) + 569 M5( � + 5=2)� 5918M5( � + 2) + 3245M5( � + (3=2))� 245M5( � + 1):3.2 Combinations of Mn and Mn+1It is well known that the roots of the Euler-Frobenius polynomials, and thereforethe nonzero roots of the complex symbol fMn for the B-spline Mn, are simple andnegative. Moreover, the nonzero roots of fMn and fMn+1 strictly interlace. Therefore,Theorem 2.10 applies and there is a fundamental solution of the formL =Mn � c1 +Mn+1 � c2with nite sequences c1; c2. Such a fundamental function will satisfy the Strang-Fix conditions of order at least n, and consequently, will give rise to interpolationobtaining approximation order n. However, there are many possibilities here and wewould like to chooseL of small support, say in [�(n� 1); n� 1] as in Theorem 3.2,and to be symmetric about the origin.The only common root offMn andfMn+1 is z = 0 and there exist polynomialsC1,C2 such that



Interpolation on the lattice hZZs 9C1(z)fMn(z) +C2(z)fMn+1(z) = gcd(fMn;fMn+1) = z�; � = 1:But then also any nonzero integer power � of z (as a multiple of the gcd) can beobtained in this way, and once found, division by that monomial will yield Laurentpolynomials. That's the motivation for the following algorithm based on theMAPLE`gcdex' command that leads to the desired fundamental solutions, at least for loworder splines:Algorithm 3.4 GivenfMn andfMn+1.i. If n is odd, setp1(z) =fMn(z); p2(z) =fMn+1(z); p3(z) = zn�1;else if n is even, setp1(z) =fMn(z2); p2(z) =fMn+1(z2); p3(z) = z2n�1:ii. Execute the MAPLE commandgcdex(p1; p2; p3; z; 's'; 't'):(Finds s; t so that sp1 + tp2 = p3 when p3 is a multiple of gcd(p1; p2).)iii. If n is odd, setC1(z) = z�(n�1)s(z); and C2(z) = z�(n�1)t(z);else if n is evenC1(z2) = z�(2n�1)s(z); and C2(z2) = z�(2n�1)t(z);to obtain Laurent polynomials C1 and C2 for whichC1(z)fMn(z) +C2(z)fMn+1(z) = 1:Table 1 shows the output of this algorithm for 3 � n � 7. The resulting funda-mental functions all have support in [�(n � 1); n� 1] and are symmetric about theorigin. The fundamental solutions corresponding to n = 3; : : : ; 8 are plotted togetherin Fig. 1. Notice the very rapid decay (the graphs of Lf7;8g and Lf8;9g are not visibleon their full support even though the vertical direction was scaled by a factor of 6).The rst of the examples of each type (n-odd,even) in Table 1 are:Lf3;4g = 3M4( � + 2)�M3( � + 1)�M3( � +2)Lf4;5g = 12(M4( � + 1) + 8M4( � + 2) +M4( � + 3))� 2(M5( � + 2) +M5( � + 3)):To illustrate the theory of Sect. 2, we use each of these to solve a simple generalinterpolationproblem: SinceLf3;4g isC1, it can be used to solveHermite interpolationof a function f and its derivative on ZZ. We take the two functions'0 = Lf3;4g; and '1 = sin(2� � )Lf3;4g;



10 Riemenschneider and ShenTable1. Pairs of successive eMn and the associated Laurent polynomials c1; c2 found via Algorithm 3.4for which c1 eMn + c2 eMn+1 = 1.n eMn3 z2 + z224 z6 + 2 z23 + z365 z24 + 11z224 + 11z324 + z4246 z120 + 13 z260 + 11 z320 + 13 z460 + z51207 z720 + 19z2240 + 151 z3360 + 151 z4360 + 19 z5240 + z67208 z5040 + z242 + 397 z31680 + 151 z4315 + 397 z51680 + z642 + z75040(n;n + 1) c1 c2(3;4) � 1+zz2 3z2(4;5) z2+8 z+12 z3 � 2+2 zz3(5;6) � 7 z3+167z2+167z+732 z4 35 z2+310 z+3532 z4(6;7) 9 z4+496z3+1814z2+496z+9112z5 � 27 z3+651 z2+651 z+2756 z5(n;n + 1) = (7;8)c1 � 1079z5+127653z4+1071484z3+1071484z2+127653 z+107941616z6c2 7553+417732z+1591478z2+417732z3+7553 z441616z6as the two generators of the interpolation space. The corresponding symbol matrixwill have nonzero entriesA1;1(z) = A2;2(z)=(2�) = 1; andA2;1(z) = gDLf3;4g(z) = (z�1 � z)=2;so that the corresponding fundamental functions areL0 = Lf3;4g( � )� (4�2)�1 sin(2� � )�Lf3;4g( � + 1)� Lf3;4g( � � 1)�L1 = �(2�)�1 sin(2� � )Lf3;4g( � ):For Lf4;5g we choose the lacunary interpolation problem of interpolating f and f 00on ZZ. This time the functions are'0 = Lf4;5g; and '1 = sin(2� � )2Lf4;5g;and the symbol matrix has nonzero entriesA1;1(z) = A2;2(z)=(2�)2 = 1; andA2;1(z) = gD2Lf4;5g(z) = �z�2=2 + 3z�1 � 5 + 3z � z2=2:Hence, the fundamental functions are



Interpolation on the lattice hZZs 11
Fig.1. Fundamental solutions for cardinal interpolation from a linear combination of translates of eMn andeMn+1 forn = 3; : : : ;8.L0 = Lf4;5g( � )� (8�2)�1(sin(2� � ))2�� (1=2)Lf4;5g( � + 2) + 3Lf4;5g( � + 1)� 5Lf4;5g( � ) + 3Lf4;5g( � � 1)� (1=2)Lf4;5g( � � 2)�;L1 = (8�2)�1(sin(2� � ))2Lf4;5g( � ):The success of Algorithm 3.4 encourages us to test whether a variation mightapply to other situations. In fact, the following algorithm generates the fundamentalsolutions of Theorem 3.2 as linear combinations of Mn and the shifted B-splineMn(� + 1=2) for all cases tested. First, we need the symbol ofMn(� + 1=2):fMn; 12 (z) :=Xj2ZZMn(j + 1=2)zj;Algorithm 3.5 GivenfMn andfMn; 12 .i. Set p1(z) =fMn(z); p2(z) =fMn; 12 (z); p3(z) = zn�1:ii. Execute the MAPLE commandgcdex(p1; p2; p3; z; 's'; 't'):iii. Set C1(z) = z�(n�1)s(z); and C2(z) = z�(n�1)t(z);to obtain Laurent polynomials C1 and C2 for whichC1(z)fMn(z) +C2(z)fMn; 12 (z) = 1:



12 Riemenschneider and ShenTable 2 lists the results of this algorithm for n = 4; : : :; 7. By comparing thepolynomialsC1 and C2 in Tables 1 and 2 with the examples of fundamental solutionsgiven in this subsection and the last, it is easy to write down themissing fundamentalsolutions.Table2. The symbols eMn; 12 and the associatedLaurent polynomials c1; c2 foundvia Algorithm 3.5 whichsatisfy c1 eMn + c2 eMn; 12 = 1 and give rise to the fundamental solutions in Theorem 3.2.n eMn; 124 148 + 23 z48 + 23 z248 + z3485 1384 + 19z96 + 115 z2192 + 19z396 + z43846 13840 + 79z1280 + 841z21920 + 841z31920 + 79 z41280 + z538407 146080 + 361z23040 + 10543 z246080 + 5887z315360 + 10543 z446080 + 361 z523040 + z646080n c1 c24 z2+20 z+16 z3 � 4 z+43 z25 � 4 z3+295 z2+295 z+490 z4 32 z2+280z+3245 z36 61z4+14340z3+75358 z2+14340z+616240z5 � 61 z3+1469z2+1469z+61195 z4n = 7c1 � 3377 z5+2432377z4+31422342z3+31422342z2+2432377z+33771844640z6c2 6754z4+373344 z3+1413580z2+373344 z+675457645 z5For the proper implementation of `gcdex' in the above algorithms, the coefcientsin p1; p2 shouldbe given as rational numbers. The coefcients of the symbols aremosteasily generated via the recurrence relations for B-splines:nMn+1(x) = xMn(x) + (n + 1� x)Mn(x� 1):3.3 Interpolation related to nite decomposition and reconstructionThe idea in the preceding subsection is useful for nite decomposition and reconstruc-tion in spline spaces important to wavelet theory (see for example, Micchelli 1991,Cohen, Daubechies, and Feauveau1992). Next, we interpret someof the ideas in thesepapers to obtain compactly supported fundamental functions for cardinal interpola-tion. LetM :=Mn be theB-spline of order n. ThenM generates a multiresolutionapproximation of L2(IR); i.e., the cardinal spline spaceV0 := closureL2(IR) fM � a : a nitely supported ggives rise to spaces V� := ff : f(2�� � ) 2 V0g which are nested, V� � V�+1, havecommon intersection equal to the zero function, and whose union is dense in L2(IR).We want to write V1 as a direct sum of V0 and another space W0, generated by a



Interpolation on the lattice hZZs 13function  . The sequences m and m for the representation of the generators of V0andW0 as elements in the space V1,(3:6) M = X�2ZZM (2 � ��)m(�);  = X�2ZZM (2 � ��)m (�);are called the reconstruction sequences, while sequences dM and d such that(3:7) M (2 � ) =M � dM + � d are called decomposition sequences. The sequence m is the well-known nitelysupported renement mask for the spline M . In terms of Fourier transforms andsymbols, Eq.(3.6) reads(3:8) 2cM(2y) = em(z)cM(y); em(z) = X�2ZZm(�)z� = (1 + z)n2n�1 ;2b (2y) = em (z)cM(y); em (z) = X�2ZZm (�)z�; z = exp(�iy):For a construction to make m , dM and d nitely supported, we rst turn tom . With the complex symbol for em, it follows from Eq.(3.8) that(3:9) em(z) = G0(z2) + zG1(z2);where G0; G1 are Laurent polynomials with no common roots (since such a rootwould be common to (1� z)n and (1 + z)n). Hence, there exist Laurent polynomialsQ0 and Q1 such that(3:10) G0Q0 +G1Q1 = 1:Dene(3:11) em (z) := z�1(Q0(z2)� z�1Q1(z2)); z = exp(�iy);and then dene b by Eq.(3.8). Clearly, m , the sequence of coefcients for em , isnitely supported. The decomposition sequences may be taken as the coefcients ofthe complex symbols edM(z) := Q0(z); ed (z) := �zG1(z);for then, from Eq.(3.9), Eq.(3.11), and Eq.(3.10),edM (z2) em(z) + ed (z2) em (z) = Q0(z2)(G0(z2) + zG1(z2))� z2G1(z2)(z�1Q0(z2)� z�2Q1(z2))= Q0(z2)G0(z2) +Q1(z2)G1(z2) = 1;hence, 2edM(exp(�i2y))cM(2y) + 2ed (exp(�i2y))b (2y) =cM (y);which is equivalent to Eq.(3.7).Proposition 3.12 The collection fM (���);  (���) : �; � 2 ZZg forms a Riesz basisfor the space V1 with nitely supported decomposition and reconstruction sequences.



14 Riemenschneider and ShenProof It only remains to check the assertion aboutRiesz basis. According to (Riemen-schneider and Shen 1992, Prop. 3.6) we only need to check that the vectors( em(z); em(�z)), ( em (z); em (�z)) are linearly independent for each z = exp(�iy),y 2 IR. But this follows from Eq.(3.9), Eq.(3.10), Eq.(3.11) andh em(z) em (z)em(�z) em (�z)i = h 1 z1 �z i hG0(z2) �z�2Q1(z2)G1(z2) z�2Q0(z2) i ; z = exp(�iy):Table 3 contains some exampleswithQ0 = edM andQ1 obtained from theMAPLE`gcdex' command. Notice that in these examples,  will be of one sign and b (0) == 0.Consequently, in general, f (2� � ��) : �; � 2 ZZg does not constitute a Riesz basesfor L2(IR) (see p. 63 in Daubechies (1992)).Table3. Functions and symbols useful in the nite decomposition and reconstructionof spline spaces, andin the derivation of related fundamental solutions for cardinal interpolation.n 3 4em (1+z)34 (1+z)48G0 1+3z4 1+6z+z26edM � 12 2zed (z)z � 3+z4 � 1+z2Q1 32 � 1+z2em � 3+z2z2 1+4z+z22z4� 3M3(2 � +2)+M3(2 � +1)2 M4(2 � +4)+4M4(2 � +3)+M4(2 � +2)2 0  3( � )�3 3( � �1)+3 3( � �2)� 3( � �3)4  4 ( � )�4 4( � �1)+6 4( � �2)�4 4( � �3)+ 4( � �4)8C�1 �z2+4�z+14z2 z4�6z3+22z2�6z+112z4C�2 12z � z+16z2n 5em (1+z)516G0 1+10z+5z216edM � 3z+258zed (z)z 5+10z+z216Q1 � 5+15z8zem 5+25z+15z2+3z38z4� 5M5(2 � +4)+25M5(2 � +3)+15M5(2 � +2)+3M5(2 � +1)8 0  5( � )�5 5( � �1)+10 5( � �2)�10 4( � �3)+5 4 ( � �4)� 4( � �5)16C�1 5144 + z60 � 12z + 9572z2 + 19z3 + 11240z4 � 136z5C�2 245z + 718z2 + 245z3



Interpolation on the lattice hZZs 15The functions M and  do however allow for the construction of a compactlysupported fundamental solution for cardinal interpolation. Observe that by groupingthe even and odd powers, any symbol e' with coefcients f'(�)g can be written ase'(z) = e'e(z2) + z�1e'o(z2);where e'e(z) = X�2ZZ'(2�)z�; e'o(z) = X�2ZZ'(2�� 1)z�:Since the symbol, fM , of the B-spline has only negative or zero real roots and non-negative coefcients, it follows that the symbols fMe and fMo can have no commonroots. Moreover, from Eq.(3.6),fM(z) = eme(z)fMe(z) + z�1 emo(z)fMo(z);e (z) = em ;e(z)fMe(z) + z�1 em ;o(z)fMo(z) :Writing this in another way, we nd�fM (z)e (z) � = h eme(z) z�1 emo(z)em ;e(z) z�1 em ;o(z) i�fMe(z)fMo(z)�= h G0(z) zG1(z)�z�2Q1(z) z�1Q0(z) i�fMe(z)fMo(z)� :The nonsingularity of the last 2� 2 matrix for z in Cnf0g (cf Eq.(3.10)) guaranteesthatfM and e have no common roots in that region.Further, since fM (1) = 1 (z = 1), the Laurent polynomials fM and ( em�)e ,em�(z) := em(�z) = (1 � z)n=2n�1, have no common roots in Cnf0g. Hence, thereexist Laurent polynomials C�1 and C�2 so thatC�1fM +C�2 ( em�)e = 1:If c�1 , c�2 , m� are the coefcient sequences ofC1; C2; em� respectively, it follows that(3:13) L =M � c�1 + 0 � c�2;  0 :=  �m�;satises L(�) = �0(�), � 2 ZZ. Finally,bL(y) = C�1 (z)cM(y) +C�2 (z)b 0(y) = C�1 (z)fM(z) +C�2 (z) em�(z)e (z) = 1for y = 0; z = exp(�iy) = 1;while both cM and b 0 = ( em�)b vanish n-fold at y = 2��, � 2 ZZnf0g (z = 1). Wehave shownTheorem 3.14 The function L in Eq.(3.13) is a fundamental solution for cardinalinterpolation from the space V1 corresponding to the B-splineM order n. The corre-sponding (general) cardinal interpolation operator obtains approximation order n.Included in Table 3 are functions 0, derived from the taken as nonnegative, andcorrespondingLaurent polynomials giving rise to the following fundamental solutionsof Theorem 3.14:



16 Riemenschneider and ShenL3 = �M3( � )=4+M3( � + 1) +M3( � + 2)=4�  0;3( � + 1)=2;L4 =M4( � )=12�M4( � + 1)=2+ 11M4( � +2)=6�M4( � + 3)=2+M4( � + 4)=12�  0;4( � + 1)=6�  0;4( � + 2)=6;L5 = 5M5( � )=144+M5( � � 1)=60�M5( � + 1)=2+ 95M5( � +2)=72+M5( � + 3)=9+ 11M5( � + 4)=240�M5( � +5)=36+ 2 0;5( � + 1)=45+ 7 0;5( � + 2)=18+ 2 0;5( � + 3)=45:A word on their derivation. The MAPLE `gcdex' command was used in two places,to obtain the Q0; Q1 hence the  , and to obtain the C�1 ; C�2 . In each place, there isa choice of solving for the gcd or a multiple of it (a power of z). Many differentsolutions could be obtained in this way, but some are not desirable. It turned out thatfor each choice in the rst step, there was one choice in the second step that led tosymmetric fundamental solutions with the general appearance of those in Fig. 1. Ourchoices above were selected at each stage to get functions as symmetric as possibleand of smallest L1 norm, and all our fundamental solutions are symmetric and ofnorm 1; in fact, L4 = Lf4g and L5 = Lf5g. But in the case n = 5 for example, otherchoices would lead to fundamental solutions with L1 norm greater than 2000! Ofcourse one can symmetrize the fundamental solution by taking (L(x)+L(�x))=2, butthis spreads out the support and does not eliminate the norm problem in general.4. Multivariate ExamplesWe take it as understood that tensor products of functions ' given in the last sectioncan be used where appropriate to generate the spaces S for any general interpolationproblem in IRs. Some other interestingmultivariate examples of compactly supportedfundamental solutions have appeared in the literature; for example, Dahmen, Good-man and Micchelli (1992), Chui (1992), and Chui and Diamond (1991) (where ageneralmethod based on quasiinterpolants and blending is given). Herewe shall con-centrate on functions ' that cannot be given as tensor products and are similar to thetheory discussed in the previous section. In particular, we give a general method ofconstruction that will ensure full approximation order. The use of symbolic packageswould again be a help in generating fundamental solutions for these constructions, butthe packages we used are less well developed and this clearly presents opportunityfor future work.4.1 Examples of MicchelliMicchelli (1992) considered in some detail two special cases when the functions  jin Eq.(2.11) are derived from a single (nitely) renable function  ; i.e., there is anite sequence m such that  =P�  (2 � ��)m(�). Let ZZs2 = f0; 1gs denote theextreme points of the unit cube in IRs. The rst choice is to consider L of the form(4:1) L = X�2ZZs (2 � ��)c(�) = X�2ZZs2 X�2ZZs (2(� � �) + �)c�(�):= X�2ZZs2  � � c�;



Interpolation on the lattice hZZs 17where  � =  (2 � +�), c� = c(2 � ��). Micchelli (1992) gave necessary and sufcientconditions on the symbol e in order that a compactly supported fundamental functionwould exist:Theorem4.2 Fora continuouscompactly supported function , there is a fundamentalfunction for cardinal interpolation of the form Eq.(4.1) with nitely supported c ifand only if the Laurent polynomials e ((�1)��z), � 2 ZZs2, have no common roots in�Cnf0g�s.Micchelli showed that Theorem 4.2 could be applied to low order bivariate three-and four-direction box splines, but in this case, the approximation order is not neces-sarily established.The second form considered by Micchelli was the form:(4:3) L = X�2ZZs  (� � �2 )c(�) = X�2ZZs( �m)(2 � ��)c(�):Hence, Theorem 4.2 applies to the function  �m with symbol(4:4) g( �m)(z) = e (z) X�2ZZsm(�)z� :Low order bivariate three-direction box splines provide examples of functions  thatyield fundamental functions of the form Eq.(4.3), and in this case, the full approxi-mation order of the box spline space can be achieved.4.2 Combinations of Box SplinesAny combination of box splines whose symbols satisfy Theorem 2.10 will give riseto compactly supported fundamental solutions to the general interpolation problem. Inthe bivariate setting, only the three-direction box splines have any hope of providingcorrect cardinal interpolation in the classical sense, and they do so if and only if theircentrally symmetric point, or center, belongs to ZZ2 (when a three-direction box splineis centered, that is, theorigin is translated to the center of thebox spline, thencardinalinterpolation is always correct) (see de Boor, Hollig and Riemenschneider 1993). Inparticular in the classical setting, four-direction box splines can never provide correctcardinal interpolation and either one must be satised with a slowly decaying funda-mental function (see Jetter and Stockler 1991, de Boor, Hollig and Riemenschneider1989), or one must consider interpolation on a sublattice (Jetter and Riemenschnei-der (1987)). An alternative is to use four-direction box splines in combination withthree-direction box splines. Here is one such example:Two box splines with nice smoothness and symmetries are the Zwart-Powell (ZP-)element, viz. the four-direction box splineM1;1;1;1, and the three-direction box splineM2;2;2 based on the direction sets fi1; i2; i2+ i1; i2� i1g, and fi1; i1; i2; i2; i2+ i1; i2+ i1g,respectively. The symbols of M2;2;2 andM1;1;1;1 arefM2;2;2(z) = 112(z(1;1) + z(2;1) + z(1;2)+ 6z(2;2)+ z(3;2) + z(2;3) + z(3;3));fM1;1;1;1 = 14(z(0;1) + z(1;1) + z(0;2)+ z(1;2)):



18 Riemenschneider and ShenHence, if we setC1(z) = �z�(1;2)(1 + z(1;1)); and C2(z) = 3z�(2;2);then we nd C1fM1;1;1;1 +C2fM2;2;2 = 1; on �Cnf0g�sExample 4.5 The C1 quartic splineL(x) = 3M2;2;2(x + (2; 2))�M1;1;1;1(x + (1; 2))�M1;1;1;1(x + (0; 1))on the four-directionmesh satises L(�) = �0(�), � 2 ZZ2. It has the same support asM2;2;2, fx : jx(1)j � 2; jx(2)j � 2; jx(1)� x(2)j � 2g, and the approximation orderfor the general interpolation problemwith' = L is h3, the same approximation orderas from the spline space generated byM1;1;1;1. (See, Fig. 2.)
Fig.2. A fundamental solution for cardinal interpolation from a linear combination of the box splinesM2;2;2 andM1;1;1;1. The supports of three terms in the combination are shown on the left.This example appears to be very attractive for applications since it has a relativelysmall support (there are at most 12 translates of the support meeting any x), it issmooth, and it provides reasonable approximation order.This example is suitable to use for Hermite interpolation of a function and its rstorder partials on ZZ2. Here the generating functions for the interpolation space willbe '0 = L; '1 = sin(2�i1 � )L; and '2 = sin(2�i2 � )L:The nonzero entries of the symbol matrix areA1;1(z) = A2;2(z)=(2�) = A3;3(z)=(2�) = 1; andAj;1 = gDijL = (z�ij � zij )=2; j = 1; 2:Hence, the fundamental solutions for Hermite interpolation with the spline of thisexample are



Interpolation on the lattice hZZs 19L0 = L( � )� (4�)�1 sin(2�i1 � )�L( � + i1)� L( � � i1)�� (4�)�1 sin(2�i2 � )�L( � + i2)� L( � � i2)�Lj = (4�)�1 sin(2�ij � )L( � ); j = 1; 2:4.3 A general methodIt is obvious that if you dilate the function enough so that it is nonzero only on onelattice point, then cardinal interpolation with the integer translates of the dilated func-tion is correct. However, that case usually results in complete loss of approximationorder for the interpolation operator. Here we take a combination of the original func-tion and shifts of some dilate, an idea suggested by our last univariate construction. Incomparison to Micchelli's combination Eq.(4.1), we do not require' to be renable.Let ' be a compactly supported function in C� which satises the Strang-Fixconditions of some order �. Suppose that N 2 ZZ and � 2 IRs are chosen such thatthe support of the function  := '(N � +�) contains exactly one lattice point �0. Forthis choice of  , e (z) = constz�0. Writing z = (zi1; : : : ; zis), for the given Strang-Fixorder � we dene the polynomials emj = (1 � zij )�. Since b'(0) = 1 = e'((1; : : : ; 1)),the Laurent polynomials e'; em1e ; : : : ; emse ;havenocommonroots in (Cnf0g)s, and thereexistLaurentpolynomialsC0; C1; : : : ; Cssuch that(4:6) C0(z)e'(z) + sXj=1 Cj(z) emj(z)e (z) = 1; (Cnf0g)s:Let cj;mj be thecoefcientsequencesof theLaurentpolynomialsCj; emj respectivelyand dene the function(4:7) L := ' � c0 + sXj=1  �mj � cj :Theorem 4.8 Let ' be a compactly supported function in C� which satises theStrang-Fix condition of order �. The function L in Eq.(4.7) is a compactly supportedfundamental solution for cardinal interpolation from the space S(L). Further, L sat-ises the Strang-Fix conditions of order � and the corresponding (general) cardinalinterpolation operator obtains approximation order �.Proof ThatL is a compactly supported fundamental solution for cardinal interpolationfollows from the compact support of ', Eq.(4.6) and Eq.(4.7). SincebL(y) = C0(z)b'(y) + sXj=1 Cj(z) emj(z) (y); for z = exp(�iy);the Strang-Fix conditions for L follow from



20 Riemenschneider and ShenbL(y) = C0(z)b'(y) + sXj=1 Cj(z) emj(z)b j(y)= C1(z)e'(z) + sXj=1 Cj(z) emj(z)e (z) = 1;for y = (0; : : :; 0); z = (1; : : : ; 1);and the fact that b'(y) and emj(exp(�iy))b (y) vanish �-fold at y = 2��, � 2 ZZsnf0g.In the case of a centrally symmetric function, N and � can be chosen so that theorigin is translated to the center of the function and then the function can be dilatedsufciently to exclude other integer points from its support. Box splines provideexamples of centrally symmetric functions. It is benecial (for sake of symmetry) torst \center" the function on the origin so that its centrally symmetric point is on thelattice. We present the ZP-element in some detail.For brevity of notation, let ZP =M1;1;1;1( � + (1; 3)=2) be the centeredZP-elementand ZP2 =M1;1;1;1(2 � +(1; 3)=2) denote its 2-dilation. The symbols arefZP(z; w) = (4 +w +w�1 + z + z�1)=8; fZP2(z; w) = 1=2:One solution toc1(z; w)fZP(z; w) + c2(z; w)(1�w)3fZP2(z; w) + c3(z; w)(1� z)3fZP2(z; w) = 1is c1(z; w) = 1=32� 3 z16 � 3w16 + z232 + 13 zw8 + w232 � 3wz216 � 3 zw216 + w2z232c2(z; w) = 3w128 z � 1256z � w2256z + 1256 � 3w128 + w2256c3(z; w) = 3 z128w � 1256w � z2256w + 1256 � 3 z128 + z2256:The resulting fundamental solution for this choice is symmetric through the originand is uniquely dened within its support by the conditions that its values agree withthe delta sequence at the lattice points inside the support:L = L1 +L2where L1 is the sum of shifts of ZP with nonzero coefcients only in [�1 : :1]2\ZZ2as given by the matrix on the left in Eq.(4.9) and L2 is the sum of shifts of ZP2 withnonzero coefcients in [�2 : :2]2\ZZ2 as given by the matrix on the right in Eq.(4.9)(the value at the origin is in boldface):(4:9) 132 " 1 �6 �6�6 52 �6�6 �6 1 # ; 1128 26664 0 �1 6 �1 0�1 8 �30 8 �16 �30 72 �30 6�1 8 �30 8 �10 �1 6 �1 0 37775 :The resulting fundamental solution is depicted in Fig.3.References
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